Four Feet In The Box
OBJECTIVE

Because this trick requires strength and coordination, it
may take some time for a floppy puppy, or a dog of ANY
age, to be able to comfortable achieve the four-feet-together stance and maintain it for
any length of time. And, dogs of different sizes, lengths, and flexibility levels will have
different minimum box/bowl sizes that they can fit in to. This, like many of the other
behaviors I've taught or am teaching my puppy, may take some time to accomplish, and
that is totally okay.

What to do
• Start with a box that is large enough, with low enough sides, that your puppy can
comfortably hop in with all four feet. You may want to revisit BEGINNING WITH BOXES.
Click/mark and treat when your puppy as all four feet in the box. Ideally, time your
mark, whether it is a click or a verbal mark, to the moment that LAST foot makes
contact with the floor of the box.
• As your puppy gains confidence and comfort with this behavior, use a smaller box.
Make sure that the sides are low enough that your puppy can get in with only a
minimum of difficulty, BUT, note that the height of the sides also does give your puppy
something to brace against, and so will be helpful to your puppy. As the sides of the
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This trick could also be called FOUR FEET IN THE
BOWL, since I’m going to work toward having my puppy
put all four feet in a box OR a bowl that is small enough
that the task can only be completed with some difficulty.
My puppy will need to be comfortable with all four feet
quite close together under her body, in either a bowl or a
box, for this trick. She’ll need to employ core strength to
maintain this position, so, at least at first, I won't ask for
her to maintain this position for very long. There is a lot of
flopping around associated with this behavior, and so this
trick is also good for helping my puppy learn to keep
trying, even if things are a bit awkward or uncomfortable.

Tips to remember
Your puppy will let you know when she can accomplish this task - don't rush it! She may
not have the strength or coordination to do the task quite yet. It may be that, like me, you
spend several days at this stage. You can also move the bowl to a corner, so that your
puppy has two walls against which she can steady herself. Eventually, your puppy WILL
be able to maintain all four feet in a bowl - and at that point, continuing with the exercise
as your puppy grows, even with the same size bowl or box, will mean that the difficulty
increases, right alongside your puppy’s increasing strength, coordination, and balance!
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box get lower, the puppy will have to rely on strength and coordination to get and keep
all four feet in the box.
• Once you've gotten to a box size where your puppy can comfortably get all four feet in,
and maintain all four feet in, BUT, has to keep all four feet fairly close together, centered
under her body, put a food bowl inside the box. The food bowl should be large enough
to touch the box on all four sides, leaving only the corners of the box free from the
edge of the bowl (see image). Continue to work on having your puppy put all four feet
in the box/bowl combo. This will further encourage your puppy to put all four feet
closely together under her body; she won't want to put her feet in the corners of the
box. This will make the task more difficult, BUT, the sides of the box will still be available
for her to brace her body against, AND they will also prevent her from sitting in the
bowl, which makes it easier to fit, but doesn't require any strength or coordination.
• As your puppy becomes more capable of moving in to the box/bowl combination,
remove the bowl from the box periodically and see if your puppy can put four feet JUST
in the bowl, without the box. While you're tossing a treat away from the box to "reset"
your puppy and get her out of the box to reattempt getting IN, simply move the box
behind you and leave only the bowl revealed.

